Sight Word Chants & Voices
Cheer the Word

Ghostly Words

Say each letter, then the whole
word. Cheer the words by placing
hands up for tall letters (blue sky
letters). Hands at hips for short
letters (green grass letters).
Hands down at your sides for
letters that fall below the bottom
line (dirt or mud letters).

Say each letter slowly like a ghost.
Then, say the whole word loudly
like you would scare someone!

Basketball

Rocket Launch

Dribble the letters, then shoot the
word!

Army
March for each letter, then stand
and salute when you say the word.

Start bent knee on at the floor.
As you say each letter get a little
higher. Then, blast off into the air
as you say the word!

Baseball
Pitch each letter, then swing the
bat and say the word. Now watch
your homerun go out of the park!

The Champion
Box each letter. Then, while you
say the word put both hands in the
air as the champion would do.

Yo-yo!
Pretend to use a yo-yo. Each time
the yo-yo goes down you day the
letter. Then, do a “loop-de-loop”
when you say the whole word!

Volcano
Start low to ground and rise slowly
as you say each word. Have your
arms go up and around and
“explode” while you say the word.

Alligator Chomps!
Stretch out your hands in front of
you and pretend to chop each
letter, then say the whole word
loudly and clap!

Swimming Words
Make your arms do the swimming
motion in front of you for each
letter. Then, squiggle down to the
ground with one hand over your
head and the other holding your
nose while you say the word.

Workout Words
Pretend to be lifting weights for
each letter of the word. Then
when you say the word lift the
weight over your head. Be
dramatic as you struggle to lift the
word!

Motorcycle
Pretend to hang on to the
handlebars and do a wheelie for
each letter. Then zoom off and
say the word.

Hula
Kisses
Blow a kiss for each letter with
alternating hands. Then, do a two
handed kiss and extend out both
arms to say the word.

Do the hula motion from one side to
the other for each letter. Then,
put your arms out to both sides
when you say the word.

You can also practice reading your words with some silly
voices.
Cheerleader

Witch

Robot

Baby

Elvis

Old Woman/Old Man

Cowboy/Cowgirl

Under Water

Monster

Opera Singer

Ghost

King/Queen

Mouse

Elf

Make up your own chant or voice and share it with your teacher and friends
at school!

